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Enable / Disable Windows Features, Troubleshoot, Tune, and Repair Very Easy to use System Tweaker Creates Clean Design Powerful and Fast Support 32-bit and 64-bit Detailed System Summary Powerful Programming Interface Computech Windows Tweaker free download mirrors 20 May 2015 Site Name computech.com Computech Windows Tweaker Virus/Malware Computech Windows Tweaker Free
Download -Free-Computech-Windows-Tweaker-is-a-simple-and-easy-to-use-program.-It-is-mainly-used-to-change-the-features-of-Windows-Operating-System.-It-has-a-simple-user-interface.-It-allows-you-to-enable/disable-features.-It-also-allows-you-to-hide-particular-drives.-It-is-also-supports-changing-your-local-administrator-password.- It's-primary-functionality-is-fast.-Last-but-not-the-least-all-windows-

users-need-it.-It-is-compatible-with-32-bit-and-64-bit-operating-systems.-Starting-from-version-1.2-it-supports-both-Windows-and-Mac.-It-can-be-used-to-do-a-lot-of-things-such-as-changing-the-password-of-the-local-Administrator-of-the-computer.Computech-Windows-Tweaker.exe-is-a-free-software-and-comes-with-a-no-charge-lifetime-guarantee.It is a flexible system tweaking utility that allows you to
change various aspects of your operating system. A handy system tweaker with a decent feature set For instance, you can enable or disable features like the Windows Firewall, USB Storage, UAC, Remote RPC (useful for sending messages to and from your PC), Security Center, Offline Files, and Action Center. In addition, you're provided with the useful option of changing your local administrator password

directly from the app's main window, and it's also worth pointing out that you can also hide any of the existing drives with
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Simplistic and stable app for managing and tweaking your computer's Windows OS. This app allows you to modify settings with ease. It is safe and user friendly.UC-Davis Board of Trustees approves UC-Davis chancellor Published December 9, 2007 Page 2 of 2 Among the highest honors the Chancellor can receive is election to the UC Regents. UCD President Robert A. Corrigan and UC Davis Chancellor
Linda P.B. Katehi Katehi: "We're ready to lead." Katehi has been working on a plan to transform the university since her arrival in Sacramento. She has a goals plan with a five-year strategy to accomplish five goals: implementing a new structure for undergraduate education, restructuring the research enterprise, reshaping the teaching enterprise, reordering the campus and commissioning a plan for faculty and

staff. On Thursday, Katehi read a statement at the Board of Regents meeting in which she said, "We are capable, yes, if we stay focused, we are capable of achieving the vision. And we are ready to lead." Katehi is the first African-American to be elected as UC-Davis chancellor and will assume the post from current Chancellor Linda P.B. Katehi. Her election was backed by the UCD Student Regents
Association. She will be working with President Robert A. Corrigan and several key members of the Board of Regents including Assemblyman Jim Battin. Katehi, 41, spent her early career as a professor and administrator at UCLA, and she has been the president of the Howard University College of Medicine and the chief of the National Science Foundation. She served as the dean of the medical school at the

UCLA School of Medicine for one year before becoming the chancellor of UC-Irvine. Before she took the job in Irvine, Katehi was chancellor at UIC. Katehi's hiring by UC-Davis as chancellor was announced by President Robert A. Corrigan on May 1, after he and several members of the Board of Regents toured the campus, as well as the College of Engineering and the campus library. Corrigan said he
believes Katehi brings the combination of experience of an academic administrator and also a strong background in business administration. The University of California is a prominent member of the Association of American Universities, an academic consortium of 68 leading research universities across the United States. The National Science Foundation is the principal agency of the federal 09e8f5149f
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Computech Windows Tweaker is a handy utility that allows you to customize and enhance your Windows 7/8/8.1/10 operating system without the need for complex installation procedures. The app can be used to enable or disable Windows features such as the Firewall, storage, UAC (user account control), Remote RPC (useful for sending messages from your PC to another PC), Security Center, and ancillary
components such as the Advanced PC Settings, Online Accounts, Action Center, and Offline Files. Moreover, you can also quickly hide any drive letters from A to Z or change the local administrator password without requiring a restart. As novice-accessible as they come, Computech Windows Tweaker is simple to use and is a worthwhile companion.
************************************************************************ Follow me on Social Media for the latest post. ************************************************ DISCLAIMER: If you like the video, Please Share it and Don't Forget Subscribe :) If you have any Suggestions, Let me know in Comment Section, Thanks in Advance :) Here are the best apps to keep your PC
clean! Let's face it, computers are basically the staples of our everyday lives. From always-on connectivity to the incredible wealth of knowledge available on the internet, having a computer is critical to success. Depending on how you find yourself feeling, though, you might need to improve your tech game. To help you do just that, we put together this list of the best apps for PC. Some will help you monitor and
clean up after your computer more efficiently, others will help you be more productive and technologically obsessed. Let's take a look at the best apps for PC (while you can still use Google Play, AppBrain, and Microsoft store to find them) Windows: WinDefend: When used consistently and adhered to, it can work like magic against adware and spyware, which can speed up your computer drastically. There’s
more to it than just randomly scanning your computer for infections, though. It provides proactive monitoring of your computer’s activity and alerts you when anything is up or down. It also works like a magic candle

What's New in the Computech Windows Tweaker?

A handy system tweaker with a decent feature set. A useful tool for system administrators A handy tool for system administrators A nifty tool for system administrators A helpful tool for system administrators A handy tool for system administrators A nice tool for system administrators A simple tool for system administrators A simple tool for system administrators A simple tool for system administrators How
to Use: STEP 1: Download the program and install it STEP 2: Double-click the executable to run the program STEP 3: Choose the action you want to take (Make changes to the setup; Reboot computer; Restart computer; Enforce startup) Download Utilities Instructions Rating Related Guides What's New v6.0.1: - Fix a bug that could cause error when choose uac and windows firewall - Implement all of the tasks
Features: - Change password on local computer - Change password on domain computer - Set number of user accounts - Disable printer - Disable printer and fax and disable output tray - Disable a specified user account - Disable specified programs - Hide/Unhide a specified drive - Hide the following partitions: - A - B - C - D - E - F - G - H - I - J - K - L - M - N - O - P - Q - R - S - T - U - W - X - Y - Z - Turn
off the computer - Turn on the computer - Minimize the program window and/or hide the program window - Restore the program window - Restart the computer - Reboot the computer - Set the permissions of a specified folder - Start/Stop a specified program - Set the default browser for a specified folder - Set the desktop wallpaper - Show the wallpaper - Show the default wallpaper - Set the system date - Set
the user name and password - Restart the computer - Reinstall system drivers - Uninstall system drivers - Restrict access to a network folder - Restrict access to a remote computer - Send a specified e-mail - Shutdown the computer - Shut down the computer - Force shutdown the computer - Restart the computer - Turn off the network adapter - Turn on
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System Requirements:
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